
Annexure-3

Declaration to be taken from RELHSmembers on becoming a member of CTSE.

1. I hereby apply to become a member of the Cashless Treatment Scheme in

Emergency (CTSE) at private hospitals empanelled by railway. I request Indian

Railway to issue individual CTSE photo identity card(s) for following members, whose

name(s) feature in RELHS card, of my family.

Name Relation DOB AadharNumber Specialfeatureof
dd Zrnm/yyyy Dependent'

1. Self

11.

iii.

IV.
,

V.

I hereby undertake to inform the Sr. DPO concerned either through this website or in

writing, whenever any of my above mentioned family members become ineligible under

RELHS and surrender his/her card.

2. I have been made aware that this CTSE card entitles me for treatment in

private hospitals ONLYAT THE TIME OF EMERGENCY. In routine illness or any

illness which does not require immediate intervention/investigation, I shall continue

to report to my authorized medical officer in Railway.

3. I have been explained that under CTSE scheme if I go to the empaneUed private

hospital I shall have to deposit a prefixed amount of money as per my entitlement to

private/semi-private/general ward at the time of admission itself (the amount is liable

to be revised from time to time). If the disease/condition turns out to be a non-

emergency, then this amount shall be retained by hospital towards part payment of

the bill amount. If my diseasey conditon turns out to be emergency, then the whole bill

1 The special feature, if any, of the dependent may be written like widowed daughter, student son differently abled
etc.



amount shall be paid by the railway and the prefixed amount deposited, by me at the

time of admission, shall be refunded by Hospital to me.

4. I hereby declare that I shall abide by the rules of the CTSE scheme in letter

and spirit.

5. I undertake that I shall not allow others to misuse the CTSE Cards issued to

me and my family members by way of utilizing it for obtaining treatment for a non-

bonafide person. I further undertake that I shall not allow other family members to

misuse the Cards by way of utilizing it for non-emergency disease treatment at Private

empanelled hospital. Any misuse is liable to disqualify the card holder from

membership of the CTSE scheme, with forefeiture of the intial deposited amount.

6. In case of loss of CTSE cards, I shall lodge a complaint with police and inform

the Sr. DPO concerned either through this website or in writing for issue of New card

to me on deposition of 'CTSE card Making Charges' prevalent at that time.

7. I hereby declare that I have been explained and I understand that Cashless

treatment under CTSE scheme shall be available only in Railway empanelled

hospitals for the stated purpose. In case I have to undertake treatment in a private

non empanelled hospital, I shall have to pay the entire bill myself and shall claim

reimbursement later on as per extant rules.

(Signature of the Employee)

Name:

Contact no.

Email


